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Question: What if we don’t have all documents once we are logged into at the http://agesandstages.com/ks ?  

KSDE Answer: You will need to make sure that all of your key codes are entered into the 

http://agesandstages.com/ks . 
 

Question: Do we get the ASQ-3 72 month questionnaire for Spanish in the same manner as we do for the 

English version? 

KSDE Answer: Yes, you can pull up the ASQ-3 72 month questionnaire for Spanish same way you would pull 

up the English version. 
 

Question: Are we required to give the ASQ-3 and the ASQ SE questionnaire? 

KSDE Answer: Yes, we are requiring that parents complete both the ASQ-3 and the ASQ-SE questionnaires.  
 

Question: Do we have questionnaires for children 2mths to say 48mths?  Are these just resources for our 

parents that have young children? 

KSDE Answer: The screener that is purchased is a tool for the whole school. It is not just only being used only 

as a Kindergarten snapshot, it can be used in PAT, Pre-k, 4-year old at risk, or any other early learning 

programs. This is tool is used to support children in many different areas.  
 

Question:  Can we enter in demo students on the ASQ online reports? 

KSDE Answer: Yes, you can enter in demo students up until July 31, 2018 for no cost. We encourage you to 

go online once you have your user name and password and add students and run your own reports. Beginning 

August 1st is when they will be collecting real data on students.  
 

Question: When should we be getting our password and log in? 

KSDE Answer: Each building needs to have a designated ASQ Online Contact person. We ask that you first 

ask your principal that they have an online account. If they have their account then they can add you as a user 

to the building. If you don’t have a contact you go to this survey link to complete: 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ASQContact . We only need one person for each building.  
 

Question: How long does it take to get the login information from brooks after we complete the survey? 

KSDE Answer: It will take 3-4 days after you complete the survey. Please check your spam/junk email folder if 

you don’t see it. If you still don’t receive it please go to the http://agesandstages.com/ks and click on the help 

option and let them know the issue, and please let them know you are from Kansas. 
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Question: My school has a unique situation in that I have been the preschool and kindergarten teacher in my 

small rural school.  Almost all of my kindergarten students will have been in my preschool class this 

year.  There might be only one or two students that I have not already taught. Do we still need to do all of the 

questionnaires or maybe just for new students? 

KSDE Answer: We snap shot of all kindergarteners even if you have them as students in the previous year. 

One reason we want this is that will give data on the areas of the state that do have pre-school or early 

learning programs, and it will show how helpful those early learning programs are for children involved in those 

programs versus children not having those types of resources. Doing the questionnaire for all kids entering 

Kindergarten will give us a lot of data to use for future programs in early learning.  
 

Question: I do Parents as Teachers. I can put my info into this same system?  Will teachers be able to access 

PAT screen for previous kids who received services? 

KSDE Answer: Our Parents as Teachers will be entering in the system if they don’t have a system previously. 

If you have an old system please contact Brookes and have them link it to the KSDE system. Only way if the 

teachers will have access that is if the administrator shares that information, and or administrator pulls that 

data and gives that to the new teacher, or the teacher has previous access to the system as a user. 
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